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radiating from them. The thoughts of these letters penetrated into her book ; they glided between its pages ; they were wedded to the verses of the book.
Nothing is dead but things which have no more power, The little animal lying crouched under her lingerie was much stronger than a man such as some men are. If she h?d to choose, how could she hesitate ? A single one of the thoughts lying crouched under her lingerie was stronger than that poor head-piece out there, bending over its paper.
But the paper was rustling. The chair was scraping, too. Quick ! Spread out the lingerie quite smoothly. Close the door without a creak.
This alcove in the restaurant was almost as secluded as a private room. You reached it by a staircase a little difficult to find. The people dining downstairs did not even cast a glance in its direction. Besides, in this neighbourhood Gurau ran very little risk of meeting anybody who knew anything about him. In any case, even if people thought they recognised him, from having seen a photograph of him, they would certainly not know who Samin^caud was. So he could not reproach Sammecaud with failing to take precautions. The man seemed to be speaking in good faith when he said that, whatever happened, their interview should remain a secret.
But this very sense of security made Gurau uneasy. It served only to make him realise better how incapable of avowal the whole business was. It occurred to him also that, since the beginning of the conversation, nothing had been said that really gave him a shock. Good Lord, how facile it all was ! Where society shows genius is precisely in its way of making things easy for you, turning into something like a pleasant slide transitions, changes of attitude, and also, alas, of altitude, which the mind of a man by himself thinks of solemnly as precipices and against which he erects a whole line of barricades.
A man by himself.  There might be one somewhere who was thinking about Gurau at this very moment*    That ffg

